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Abstract
We consider a parallel simulated annealing algorithm that is closely related to the so-called
parallel chain algorithm. Periodically a new state from p2N1 states is chosen as the initial state
for p simulated annealing Markov chains running independent of each other. We use selection
strategies such as best-wins or worst-wins and show that the algorithm in the case of best-wins
does not in general converge to the set of global minima. Indeed the period length and the
number p have to be large enough. In the case of worst-wins the convergence result is true.
The phenomenon of the superiority of worst-wins over best-wins already occurs in nite-time
simulations. c© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Simulated annealing; Nonhomogeneous Markov processes
1. Introduction
Let X be a nite set and U :X !R+ be a non-constant function to be minimized. We
denote by Xmin the set of global minima of U . Suppose that we have p>1 processors.
The optimization algorithm which is the center of our interest is described as follows.
Choose any starting point x0 2X and let each processor individually run a Metropolis
Markov chain of xed length L>1 at inverse temperature (0) starting in x0. After
L transitions the simulation is stopped and only one state x1 is selected from the p
states according to a selection strategy. Again each processor individually simulates a
Metropolis Markov chain of length L at an updated inverse temperature (1) starting
in x1. Again at the end of the simulation a state x2 is selected from the p states and
the next simulation starts from x2, etc., cf. Fig. 1. This, algorithm is closely related to
the so-called parallel chain algorithm, cf. Diekmann et al. (1993). However, the main
dierence is that the number of parallel chains and the length of the Markov chains
L is kept xed in our model. In the parallel chain algorithm the length L is usually
increased and the number of parallel Markov chains is decreased during the run of the
algorithm so that the parallel chain algorithm asymptotically behaves like the so-called
one-chain algorithm.
In the sequel we specify the transition probabilities for each of the p Markov chains
starting at time n(L + 1). Let q be an irreducible exploration kernel on X (i.e. a
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the algorithm’s working method.
time-independent Markov kernel), that satises q(x; x)>c for all x2X , where 0<c<1
is a xed constant, and that fullls the following quasi-reversibility condition
for all x; y2X such that q(x; y)>0; q(y; x)>0: (1)
Moreover, let (n), n2N0, denote a sequence satisfying the property:
lim
n!1 (n)=1:
The transition probabilities for the p Markov chains, being simulated at time n(L +
1), are given by the classical simulated annealing transition kernel, i.e. by denot-
ing Y kn(L+1)+i(!)=!
n; i
k for 06i6L, 16k6p the projection on the sequence space

=(Xp)L+1 (Xp)L+1    the transition probability for the jth Markov chain,
j2f1; : : : ; pg, at time n(L+ 1) + i (06i6L− 1) is given by
P(n)(Y
j
n(L+1)+i+1 = z jY jn(L+1)+i=y)=p(n)(y; z) for y; z 2X;
where
p(x; y)=
8<
:
exp(−(U (y)− U (x))+)q(x; y); x 6=y
1−P
z 6=x
p(x; z); x=y
(2)
denotes the classical simulated annealing transition kernel with exploration kernel q.
By the denition of the algorithm we have Yn(L+1) 2f(x; : : : ; x) j x2X gXp for all
n>0. Therefore, by identifying the tuples (x; : : : ; x) with x, we obtain a Markov chain
(Xn)n on X by the denition Xn := Yn(L+1), see also Fig. 1.
The selection behavior is described by selection functions.
Denition 1.1. A function F : f1; : : : ; pgX Xp! [0; 1] is called a selection
function, if
pX
m=1
F(m; x;y1; : : : ; yp)= 1 for (x; y1; : : : ; yp)2X Xp:
Remark 1.2. The selection function is used for dening the following transition
probabilities:
P(n)(Y kn(L+1) = z jY jn(L+1)−1 =yj for j=1; : : : ; p; Xn−1 = x)
=
X
m : z=ym
F(m; x;y1; : : : ; yp) for all 16k6p:
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Before we can present the selection strategies we are concerned with we have to
introduce
[x] := fxi j i2f1; : : : ; pgg;
x := fxi jU (xi)=minfU (xj) j j2f1; : : : ; pgg; i2f1; : : : ; pgg;
x* := fxi jU (xi)=maxfU (xj) j j2f1; : : : ; pgg; i2f1; : : : ; pgg;
where x=(x1; : : : ; xp)2Xp. The selection strategies are as follows.
1. First-wins. For 16m6p,
F(m; x; z1; : : : ; zp)=
8<
:
1; z1 =    = zm−1 = x; zm 6= x;
1; z1 =    = zp= x;
0; zm= x; fxg 6= [z]:
If there exists i with zi 6= x the state zj with smallest such j will be chosen, else the
process will stay in x.
2. Chance-to-anyone.
F(m; x; z1; : : : ; zp)>c>0 for all m2f1; : : : ; pg:
3. Best-wins. The next state is chosen from the best states with uniform probability,
i.e.
F(m; x; z1; : : : ; zp)=
1
jzj1z(zm):
4. Worst-wins. The next state is chosen from the worst states with uniform
probability, i.e.
F(m; x; z1; : : : ; zp)=
1
jz*j
1
z*(zm):
Remark 1.3. For the worst-wins, best-wins and chance-to-anyone strategy the selection
function F does not depend on the second argument, i.e. for all 16m6p, y1; : : : ; yp 2X
we have
F(m; x;y1; : : : ; yp)=F(m; z;y1; : : : ; yp) for all z 2X:
In the case of the rst-wins strategy the second argument is needed because the choice
of the next initial state depends on the last initial state x. The selection behavior is
determined by selection functions in the following way: Given that the initial state of
the p Markov chains has been x2X the probability for selecting the state yj from
fy1; : : : ; ypg is given by
P
l:yl = yj F(l; x;y1; : : : ; yp).
2. Description of the Markov process
For l2N1 and x2X introduce the set of l-step neighbors of x under the kernel
p(n):
Nl(x) := fy2X jp(l)(n)(x; y)>0g:
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For x; y2X denote by
Np(x; y)=NLp (x; y) := fv2NL(x)p jy2 [v]g
the set of p-tuples whose components are L-step neighbors of x containing y. By
denition of the algorithm we conclude for the transition probabilities of the chain
(Xn)n,
P(Xn+1 =y jXn= x)
=
X
v2Np(x;y)
P(Xn+1 =y jYn(L+1)−1 = v)P(Yn(L+1)−1 = v jXn= x)
=
X
v2Np(x;y)
X
l:vl=y
F(l; x; v1; : : : ; vp)
pY
i=1
P(n); L(x; vi)=:Q(n); L(x; y); (3)
where
P(n); L(x; y) :=
X
(z0 ;:::; zL)2fxg X L−1fyg
L−1Y
i=0
p(n)(zi; zi+1):
Since Q(n); L inherits the aperiodicity and irreducibility from p(n), Q(n); L has got
exactly one stationary probability (n) which charges any point (by irreducibility).
Instead of analyzing the time-discrete Markov chain (Xn)n we consider the corre-
sponding time-continuous Markov process (Xt)t>0 which is described by the inhomo-
geneous semigroup Ps; t , s6t. We let t! (t), t>0 denote a non-negative function and
dene a generator (t); L by
(t); L :=Q(t); L − Id:
The semigroup Ps; t of the process (Xt)t is then given by the solution of the Kolmogorov
forward equations
@
@t
[Ps; t](x)= [Ps; t[(t); L]](s) for s<t (4)
and
[Ps; s](x) :=(x)
for  : X !R. In Eq. (4) we have used that any kernel Ps; t induces an operator on
L2(t) by the denition
[Ps; t](x) :=
X
y2X
Ps; t(x; y)(y) for any x2X:
Roughly speaking the process (Xt) waits an exponential distributed time with mean 1
before the next transition is performed. Given that the transition occurs at time t and the
process is in the state x the next state is drawn according to the distribution Q(t); L(x; ).
The process (Xt)t>0 will also be called the algorithm. The distribution of the process
(Xt)t is determined by an initial distribution 0 on X , a cooling schedule t! (t) an
exploration kernel q and a selection strategy F . Given an initial distribution 0 on X
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we denote by t the distribution of (Xt)t>0 at time t>0 and introduce the probability
densities
ft(x) :=
t(x)
(t)(x)
; x2X; t>0:
We say that the algorithm is convergent (to a subset of the set of global minima) if
for all initial distribution 0 on X ,
lim
t!1P0 (Xt 2Xmin)= 1:
3. Main results
Let
Q*(t); L(x; y) =
Q(t); L(y; x)(t)(y)
(t)(x)
for x 6=y;
Q*(t); L(x; x)=−
X
fy j y 6= xg
Q*(t); L(x; y):
Moreover by dening *(t); L :=Q
*
(t); L − Id the symmetrized operator is given by
~(t); L := ((t); L + *(t); L)=2.
Since ~(t); L is self-adjoint with respect to the L2((t))-product all its eigenvalues
are real. The rst positive eigenvalue of − ~(t); L is denoted by ~C() and called the
spectral gap. We show that Q(t); L is a transition kernel of type L1, cf. Denition 5.3
below. This implies that the following two conditions are satised.
There exist positive constants K;m and M 2]0;1[ such that
~C()>K exp(−(t)m); (5) dd log B(x)
6M for all x2X; (6)
where  denotes the stationary probability of Q;L. Before stating the main result we
have to introduce some notations.
For a nite subset AN1 let G;A=(X; E;A) be the oriented graph that is induced
by Q;A i.e.
(y; z)2E;A : ,

max
l2A
Q; l(y; z)>0

,

max
l2A
p(l) (y; z)>0

:
Observe that the graph G;A does in fact not depend on . Therefore, we write
GA=G;A for some . Often we have A= fLg.
Let  be a path from y to z of length l in the graph GA. We will consider  as
l+ 1-tuple =(y= 0; : : : ; l= z) as well as set of its edges
= f(i; i+1) j 06i6lg:
Denote by  Ayz the set of paths  leading from y to z such that l2A with l denoting
the length of .
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Introduce the cost of 2 Ayz by s() :=
P
e2(U (e
+)−U (e−))+, where e=(e−; e+);
e− resp. e+ denotes the source resp. the destination of the edge e. Our result reads as
follows.
Theorem 3.1. Choose
(t)=
1
m
ln(1 + t) where =2mK=3M; t>0: (7)
(i) Case rst-wins, worst-wins or chance-to-anyone. There exist constants A>0,
B2]0; M [ such that
Px(Xt 2Xmin)62A1=2(1 + t)−B=2m + ((0)(x)−1 − 1)1=2A1=2(1 + t)−(B+2M)=2m:
(8)
(ii) Case best-wins. Using min+(A) :=min(Anf0g) for AR; jAj<1 we set
 :=min+fmax(U (x)− U (y); 0) j x2N1(y); y2X g
 := max
x2XnXmin
minfs(l) j l2N; z 2Xmin ; l 2 lxzg:
Suppose that p satises p>. Moreover; let L be chosen such that for all x2X
holds: There exists z 2Xmin and L 2 Lxz such that s(L)6. Then there exist constants
A>0; B2 ]0; M [ such that
Px(Xt 2Xmin)62A1=2(1 + t)−B=2m + ((0)(x)−1 − 1)1=2A1=2(1 + t)−(B+2M)=2m:
If the number of parallel chains p or the length of each Markov chain L is not chosen
large enough the algorithm (Xt)t>0 may get trapped in local but not global minima;
cf. Examples 5.13 and 5.14.
4. Finite-time simulations
In the following we consider the well known traveling salesman problem. The state
space X is the set of cycles of length 100 in the permutation group of order 100. We
use the \Kro100a.tsp" 100-city traveling salesman problem proposed by Krolak et al.
The neighborhood structure on X is dened by using 2-changes, more precisely two
non-successive edges of the current tour are chosen and removed from the tour. Then
two edges are added such that a dierent new tour is created. For more details see
Aarts and Korst (1991). The gures show mean curves: We repeated each simulation k
times (k the repetition number) resulting in k curves. Then we computed the arithmetic
mean cost at each time step and thus obtained an average curve (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Parameters: Number of processors p=2, length of independent Markov chains L=5. Logarithmic
cooling schedule (t)= c log(t+1) with c=0:006 and =3:0. The total number of iterations is 40million
and the number of repetitions is 20.
5. Proofs
We use a general convergence result due to Deuschel and Mazza (1994). More
precisely we have
Theorem 5.1. Assume Eqs. (5) and (6). Choose (t) as in Eq. (7). Let A>0 and
B2 ]0; M [ be such that for some set 
*X we have
(t)(
*)6A exp(−(t)B): (9)
Then for each x2X we have,
Px(Xt 2
*)62A1=2(1 + t)−B=2m + ((0)(x)−1 − 1)1=2A1=2(1 + t)−(B+2M)=2m:
(10)
Proof. See Deuschel and Mazza (1994, Corollary 2.2.8).
Our aim is to show that (t); L is contained in the class L1 of exponentially
vanishing coecients. This implies that conditions (5) and (6) are fullled.
Denition 5.2 (Class C1). A dierentiable function  :R+!R+ belongs to C1 if 
is bounded from above and from below by strictly positive constants and if
sup
>0
 dd log(())
6K;
for some K<1.
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Denition 5.3 (Class L1). The set L1 is given by irreducible transition functions
p; >0 such that
p(x; y)= exp(−V (x; y))x;y(); x 6=y; (11)
where 06V (x; y)61 and x;y 2C1. In Deuschel and Mazza (1994) it is shown that
transition functions  2L1 satisfy condition (5) as well as condition (6).
For a nite subset AN1 we have already introduced the set of paths  Ayz leading
from x2X to y2X . Let
 Ayz; := f2 Ayz j s()=minfs(0) j 0 2 Ayzgg (12)
the set of s-minimizing paths. Moreover, denote by GAfxg the set of fxg-graphs, cf.
Freidlin{Wentzell (1984, p. 177) for a denition of fxg-graphs, using edges of the
graph GA only. Roughly speaking g is an fxg-graph if g is a directed graph with
exactly one outgoing edge (y; y0)2 g for each y 6= x and if there is a path leading from
y to x for each y 6= x. If additionally each edge of g is also an edge in the graph GA
we say that g2GAfxg. The elements of GAfxg will also be called fxg-A-graphs.
Choose yz 2 Ayz; for y; z 2X with  Ayz 6= ;. The cost of an fxg-A-graph is given by
hA(g) :=
X
e2g
s(e): (13)
5.1. The kernel Q;L is in L1
For a path =(x= 0; 1; : : : ; L=y)2 Lxy we introduce
J1 = J1() := fi j 06i<L; i 6= i+1g;
J2 = J2() := fi j 06i<L; i= i+1g:
Moreover, we dene
c() :=
Y
i2J1
q(i; i+1)
Y
i2J2
p(i; i);
and obtain for P;L(x; y)
P;L(x; y)=
X
2 Lxy
L−1Y
i=0
p(i; i+1)=
X
2 Lxy
exp(−s())c():
For x; y2X choose a path xy 2 Lxy;. Note that ! c() is in C1 for any xed path .
Thus
(x; y);1() :=
X
2 Lxy
exp(−(s()− s(xy)))c()2C1
and we obtain
P;L(x; y) =
X
2 Lxy
exp(−s())c()
= (x; y);1() exp(−s(xy)):
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Using the expression for P;L and dening (x; v);2() :=
Qp
i=1 (x; vi);1() we obtain
Q;L(x; y)=
X
v2Np(x;y)
(x; v);2() exp
 
−
pX
i=1
s(xvi)
! X
l : vl=y
F(l; x; v): (14)
For x; y2X we introduce
KL(x; y) :=
8<
:v2NLp (x; y)

X
l:vl=y
F(l; x; v)>0
9=
; ;
kL(x; y) :=min
( pX
i=1
s(xvi) j v2KL(x; y)
)
:
Using that
(x; y);3() =
X
v2KL(x;y)
(x; v);2() exp
 
−
 pX
i=1
s(xvi)− kL(x; y)
!!

X
l:vl=y
F(l; x; v)2C1
we conclude
Q;L(x; y) =
X
v2KL(x;y)
(x; v);2() exp
 
−
pX
i=1
s(xvi)
! X
l:vl=y
F(l; x; v)
=(x; y);3() exp(−kL(x; y)): (15)
The important point is that (x; y);3() is a continuously dierentiable function of 
which is bounded from below and from above by strictly positive and nite constants,
i.e. (x; y);3()2C1. Thus we have shown that the transition kernel Q;L is of Freidlin{
Wentzell type L1 and consequently Conditions (5) and (6) are fullled.
The remaining task for proving convergence is to show that Inequality (9) holds
with 
* =X cmin for appropriate selection strategies.
In the sequel we show that the stationary probability  corresponding to Q;L is
concentrated on a certain w; L for large . The set w; L is given by those x2X that
minimize the function
x 7! min
8<
: X
(y; z)2g
kL(y; z) j g2GLfxg
9=
; :
Using the notation of Freidlin and Wentzell (1984, Paragraph 6.3, p. 177), we dene
for g2GLfxg; x2X ,
(g) :=
Y
(y; z)2g
Q;L(y; z);
Qx :=
X
g2GLfxg
(g):
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Applying the matrix-tree theorem of Bott and Mayberry (1954) yields for the stationary
probability  of the Markov chain Q;L
(x)=
QxP
y2X Q

y
for x2X:
Dene K;L(g) :=
Q
(y; z)2g (y; z);3()2C1 and use Eq. (15) in order to derive
(g)=K;L(g) exp
0
@− X
(y; z)2g
kL(y; z)
1
A :
Therefore
Qx =
X
g2GLfxg
K;L(g) exp
0
@− X
(y; z)2g
kL(y; z)
1
A :
Using the notations
~h(g)= ~hL(g) :=
X
(y; z)2g
kL(y; z); (16)
wx;L := minf ~h(g) j g2GLfxgg;
wmin := minfwx;L j x2X g;
w; L := fx jwx;L=wming; (17)
we obtain
Qx =
X
g2GL(x)
K;L(g) exp(− ~h(g))= ~K;L(x) exp(−wx;L);
where
~K;L(x)=
X
g2GL(x)
K;L(g) exp(−( ~h(g)− wx;L))2C1:
Moreover
(x)=
QxP
y2X Q

y
=
~K;L(x)P
y2X ~K;L(y) exp(−(wy;L − wmin))
exp(−(wx;L − wmin)):
(18)
Finally since the function x() dened by
x()=
~K;L(x)P
y2X ~K;L(y) exp(−(wy;L − wmin))
is in C1, we obtain that
lim
!1
(x)= 0 for x 62w; L:
The remaining task that has to be done is to show that w; LXmin for appropriate
selection functions.
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5.2. Preparations for the proof of w; LXmin
In this section we will see that Xmin =m; L, where m; L is the set of minimizers of
x 7! minfhL(g) j g2GLfxgg
and hL(g) is dened in Eq. (13). The concentration of  on Xmin will be shown by
establishing the inclusion m; Lw; L for appropriate selection functions. In the sequel
we need the following denitions:
mx;L :=minfhL(g) j g2GLfxgg;
mL :=minfmx;L j x2X g;
m; L :=fx2X jmx;L=mLg:
Let −1 := f(e+; e−) j e2 g denote the reverse path. Note that −1 is a path by as-
sumption (1). The following lemma gives a formula for the cost of the reverse path.
This fact is used for deriving that m; L=Xmin.
Lemma 5.4 (Reverse path formula). Let y2X and z 2NL(y). For any path 2 Lyz
from y to z we have
s()= s(−1) + (U (z)− U (y)): (19)
Proof. Using (−a)+ = a+ − a for a2R, we conclude
s(−1) =
X
e2
(U (e−)− U (e+))+
=
X
e2
(U (e+)− U (e−))+ − (U (e+)− U (e−))
= s()−
X
e2
(U (e+)− U (e−))
= s()− (U (z)− U (y)):
The formula for reverse paths 2 Lxy yields a formula for reverse fxg-L-graphs.
Lemma 5.5 (Reverse graph formula). Let x; y2X and g2GLfxg. Moreover let  g
be the uniquely determined path in g from y to x. Then for the fyg-L-graph g0 :=
gn[ −1
hL(g0)= hL(g) + (U (y)− U (x)): (20)
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Proof. First we show that
s(−1yz )= s(zy) for y; z 2X with (y; z)2 g2GLfxg: (21)
Proof of Eq. (21). Since −1yz 2 Lzy, it follows that s(−1yz )>s(zy). Applying Eq. (19)
to zy, yields
s(zy) = s(−1zy )| {z }
>s(yz)
+ (U (y)− U (z))>s(yz) + (U (y)− U (z))
= s(−1yz )
For g and g0 as in the assertion, we conclude
hL(g0) = hL(g)−
X
e2
(s(e)− s(−1e ))
= hL(g) +
X
e2
(U (e−)− U (e+))
= hL(g) + (U (y)− U (x)); (22)
where Eq. (19) has been used in Eq. (22).
Let
GL;fxg := fg2GLfxg j hL(g)=mx;Lg
the set of fxg-L-graphs minimizing the cost hL. Next, we obtain a satisfying description
of the set m; L.
Proposition 5.6. For all L>1 we have m; L=Xmin.
Proof. At rst we show that m; LXmin. Let g2GL;fxg; y2Xmin ; x 6=y and let
 g be the path in g leading from y to x. By applying the reverse formula for graphs
(20) to g0 := gn[ −1, we obtain for x =2Xmin
my;L6hL(g0)= hL(g) + (U (y)− U (x))| {z }
<0
<hL(g)=mx;L:
Hence mL6my;L<mx;L and x =2m; L. For x2Xmin, we obtain
my;L6hL(g0)= hL(g)=mx;L:
By symmetry we also have my;L>mx;L, hence my;L=mx;L if x; y2Xmin.
5.3. Convergence for chance-to-anyone
Proposition 5.7. Let F be the chance-to-anyone selection strategy. Then we have
w; L=Xmin ; i.e. Inequality (10) holds with 
* =X cmin.
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Proof. Let g2GLfxg. We show that ~hL(g)= hL(g). Let (y; z)2 g. By denition of
kL(y; z) it holds kL(y; z)>s(yz). Since F 2Fb we have KL(y; z)=Np(y; z). Therefore
kL(y; z)= s(yz) and ~hL(g)= hL(g). Hence w; L=m; L=Xmin, where the last equality
holds by Proposition 5.6.
5.4. Convergence for worst-wins
We need the basic inequality mx;16mx;L which is indeed an equality.
Lemma 5.8. Let x2X . Then for L>1
mx;1 =minfh1(g) j g2G1fxgg6minfhL(g) j g2GLfxgg=mx;L: (23)
Indeed equality holds in Eq. (23).
Proof. Let g2GLfxgGf1; Lgfxg. By denition of hf1; Lg, we have hf1; Lg(g)6h1(g).
We show that there exists ~g2G1fxg such that h1( ~g)6hf1; Lg(g). This is done by in-
duction over jK(g)j; where
K(g) := f(y; z)2 g jp(n)(y; z)= 0g for g2Gf1; Lg:
For jK(g)j=0 the graph g is already element of G1fxg, so we can choose ~g := g. (Note
that paths of length 1 have minimal costs, so that h1(g)6hf1; Lg(g).) Let jK(g)j= n+
1. By induction hypothesis there exists a fxg-1-graph ~g with h1( ~g)6hf1; Lg(g), if g
is a fxg-f1; Lg-graph g with jK(g)j6n. Let (y; z)2K(g). Set  := yz 2 Lyz. For
any i2f0; : : : ; Lg there exists for i exactly one 0i , such that (i; 0i)2 g. Dene the
following fxg-f1; Lg-graph
g0 := gn
 
L−1[
i=0
(i; 0i)
!
[
0
BBB@
L−1[
i=0
i 6=i+1
(i; i+1)
1
CCCA :
Since p(n)(i; i+1)>0, we can choose the path ii+1 := (i; i+1) of length 1 as min-
imizing path from i to i+1. Using s(ii+1)= (U (i+1)−U (i))+, we derive for the
cost of g0
hf1; Lg(g0) = hf1; Lg(g)−
L−1X
i=0
s(i0i ) +
L−1X
i=0
i 6=i+1
s(ii+1)
| {z }
=s(yz)
= hf1; Lg(g)− s(yz)−
L−1X
i=1
s(i0i )| {z }
>0
+s(yz)
6 hf1; Lg(g):
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Note thatK(g0) has at most n elements. By induction hypothesis there exists ~g2G1fxg
with h1( ~g)6hf1; Lg(g0). Hence h1( ~g)6hf1; Lg(g0)6hf1; Lg(g)6hL(g). This yields mx;16
mx;L.
For a nite subset AN1, we dene
~hA(g) :=
X
(y; z)2g
min
a2A
ka(y; z); g2GAfxg:
If Ka(y; z)= ; we let ka(y; z)=1. Note that the denition of ~hA(g) coincides with
Eq. (16) for A consisting of one element.
Lemma 5.9. Using the worst-wins strategy any g2Gf1; Lgfxg (x2X ) is contained in
GLfxg. Moreover the equality ~hL(g)= ~hf1; Lg(g) holds.
Proof. Obviously ~hf1; Lg(g)6 ~hL(g). Each path =(0; 1) of length 1 can be replaced
by a path of length L with the same cost, e.g. take 0=(0; : : : ; 0; 1) (note that
p(0; 0)>0). Hence k1(0; 1)= kL(0; 1) which yields the assertion.
For L=1 we have the following identity.
Lemma 5.10. Let g2G1fxg for x2X . Then ~h1(g)= h1(g).
Proof. Let (y; z)2 g2G1fxg. Since g is a 1-graph, we have yz =(y; z) and s(yz)=
(U (z)−U (y))+. Furthermore, we have k1(y; z)= (U (z)−U (y))+, because the p-tuple
(z; y; : : : ; y) is contained in K1(y; z). Therefore
~h1(g)=
X
(y; z)2g
k1(y; z)=
X
(y; z)2g
(U (z)− U (y))+ = h1(g):
Combining the above results, we get
Proposition 5.11. Let F be the worst-wins selection strategy then we have w; L=Xmin
which proves that Inequality (10) holds with 
* =X cmin ; yielding Theorem 3.1(ii).
Proof. We have the following inequality:
minf ~hL(g) j g2GLfxgg = minf ~hf1; Lg(g) j g2Gf1; Lgfxgg (24)
6minf ~h1(g) j g2G1fxgg
= minfh1(g) j g2G1fxgg (25)
6minfhL(g) j g2GLfxgg: (26)
Here we have used Lemma 5.9 in Eq. (24), Lemma 5.10 in Eq. (25) and Lemma 5.8
in Inequality (26). By using ~hL(g)>hL(g) for any g2GLfxg we conclude
minf ~hL(g) j g2GLfxgg= minfhL(g) j g2GLfxgg:
This implies wx;L=mx;L and w; L=m; L=Xmin by Proposition 5.6.
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Fig. 3. Energy landscape (X; U ).
5.5. In general no convergence for best-wins
For L=1 the convergence of the algorithm is still true:
Proposition 5.12. Let g2G1fxg for x2X . Then ~h1(g)=ph1(g) implying w;1 =
m;1 =Xmin.
Proof. Let (y; z)2 g2G1fxg. For U (y)<U (z) we have k1(y; z)=p(U (z) − U (y))+
and for U (y)>U (z), we get k1(y; z)= (U (z)− U (y))+ =0: Therefore
~h1(g)=
X
(y; z)2g
k1(y; z)=p
X
(y; z)2g
(U (z)− U (y))+ =ph1(g):
For L>2 the inclusion w; LXmin is in general false:
Example 5.13. For the state space X := f1; : : : ; L + 2g consider the energy landscape
(X;U ) shown in Fig. 3. The exploration kernel q is given by nearest-neighbor random
walk with uniform probability, i.e.
q(i; i + 1)= q(i; i − 1)= 12 for i2f2; : : : ; L+ 1g;
q(1; 2)= q(L+ 2; L+ 1)=1:
If a moving particle is in the local minimum L+2, then after L transitions it can only
be in states that are worse except returning to L+ 2 again.
Therefore leaving the state L + 2 is very expensive. We have wL+2; L=2p + 4 and
w1; L=5p. Thus for all p>2
lim
!1
(Xmin)= lim
!1
(1)= 0:
In the above example we have proposed an energy landscape (X;U ), for which
w; L 6Xmin for any p>2.
If we x the above landscape and increase the simulation length L of the parallel
Markov chains, there is L* such that w; LXmin is true for L>L*. Therefore one may
conjecture that in general w; LXmin can be established for large L. The next example
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Fig. 4. Energy landscape (X; U ).
shows that this does not suce: In general one has to increase the number of parallel
Markov chains p as well. Compare the following example.
Example 5.14. Let L>7 and p>3. For a>1 let the state space be given by X :=
f1; : : : ; 7; x1; : : : ; xag and consider the energy landscape shown in Fig. 4 for N>7.
The exploration kernel q is again given by nearest neighbor random walk with
uniform probability. A best fxjg-L-graph, j2f1; : : : ; ag is the following:
g = (X; f(1; 2); (2; 4); (3; 2); (4; 6); (5; 4); (6; xj); (7; 6);
(x1; xj); : : : ; (xj−1; xj); (xj+1; xj); (xa; xj)g)
with cost ~hL(g)= 3(N − 2) + 4p+ (a− 1)(N − 1). A best f1g-L-graph is given by
g0 = (X; f(x1; 1); (2; 1); (3; 2); (4; 6); (5; 4); (6; x1); (7; 6);
(x2; x1); : : : ; (xa; x1)g)
with cost ~hL(g0)= (a + 2)(N − 1) + 2(N − 2). Hence the local minima x1; : : : ; xa are
contained in w; L for L>7 and all 36p<(2N − 1)=4.
For p and L large we can establish w; LXmin.
Proposition 5.15. Set
 :=min+fmax(U (x)− U (y); 0) j x2N1(y); y2X g;
 := max
x2XnXmin
minfs(l) j l2N; z 2Xmin ; l 2 lxzg:
Suppose that p satises p>. Moreover let L be chosen such that for all x2X
holds: There exists z 2Xmin and L 2 Lxz such that s(L)6. Then w; LXmin.
Proof. Let x2X nXmin and g2GL;fxg. By choice of L there exists z 2Xmin such that
s(xz)6.
Let =(z= 0; : : : ; l() = x) g be the path from z to x and let
V := fi2f0; : : : ; l()− 1g jU (i)<U (i+1)g
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be the set of indices, that correspond to increasing edges. Since U (x)>U (z) the set V
is non-empty. Let j := minfVg be the smallest index with U (i)<U (i+1). Suppose
that j+1 6= x. For  :=
S j
i=0(i; i+1) g dene the fzg-L-graph
g0 := gn [  −1 [ (x; z): (27)
Note that ~hL( )>p and ~hL( −1)= 0: Hence the cost of g0 can be estimated by
~hL(g0) = ~hL(g)− ~hL( ) + ~hL( −1) + s(xz)
6 wx;L − p+ 
< wx;L:
If j+1 = x the denition of g0 in Eq. (27) is replaced by g0 := gn [  −1 which also
yields ~hL(g0)<wx;L.
5.6. Convergence for rst-wins
Proposition 5.16. Using the rst-wins strategy we have w; L=Xmin.
Proof. Let (y; z)2 g2G; Lfxg; x2X . The p-tuple v=(z; v2; : : : ; vp) with vi 2NL(y);
26i6p; is contained inKL(y; z); because F(1; z; v)= 1. Since v2; : : : ; vp can be chosen
such that s(yvi)= 0 we have kL(y; z)= s(yz). Hence ~hL(g)= hL(g) and w; L=m; L=
Xmin.
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